88%* Of current homeowners report that owning a home has been a positive experience. A homeowner’s net worth is 34 times* that of a renter’s.

Renters spend 50% or more* of their family income to pay for housing and utilities. Homeowners can expect energy savings of at least 40% and a monthly mortgage payment of 30% or less* of their monthly income.

95%* OF HOME OWNERS AND 72%* OF RENTERS BELIEVE THAT OVER A PERIOD OF SEVERAL YEARS, IT MAKES MORE SENSE TO OWN A HOME THAN...

77%* Of homeowners say it helps them achieve long-term financial goals. 70%* Of homeowners say it helps them achieve the American Dream.

More than 8 in 10* homeowners would prefer to buy a home if they had to move in the next six months.

*All data is based on national averages. Actual savings may vary.
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